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… has a tumultuous relationship with mother, and remembers having many parents; but can’t 

remember them all that clearly; primary mother at time of homicide kisses D.J. on the lips repeatedly; 

and D.J. feels  D.J. is cheating on somebody 

-However D.J. can’t remember who D.J. is dating; and of what gender the person is.  

-D.J. is unsure of her own gender, and sexuality; but mostly identifies as a man or as a he, and as being 

attracted to other men; but vaguely recalls being told she is female in some type of clinical setting,  

-Mother identifies D.J. as both a romantic partner and also her child.  

-D.J.’s main identity feature that she or he can recall is adhering to racist principles; and is unsure of his 

race; and so starts, telling his mother, that she/ D.J. is White; D.J. is afraid of others finding out what 

her /his real race is or might be, even if it is White.  [Mother believes D.J. is lying about race, and on 
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purpose; and is not D.J.’s regular mother … escalating matters of danger.][How might regular be best 

construed in this context ] 

-Has more than one set of initials similar to the C.C. case; … or perhaps which may not be abnormal: 

another set of D.J.’s initials are K[i].P[a].  

-Doesn’t remember having any identification forms or cards or that sort of thing;  

-investigation of hate crime/D.J.’s homicide leads to false arrests throughout time; where regular 

protocols are ignored of crime clearances; which back-dates D.J.’s actualized attempted [s] homicide … 

to back to before when there was an actualized militia response even alongside imposters of militia; 

D.J. has nowhere to uh “call” for help, when in actualized danger 

-D.J.’s racist ideology at the time of her/his death was at least: don’t mix with other races, …; stare at 

people who have a different skin color than oneself; look down on others’ housing situations especially 

when they don’t look like yours … D.J. recalls learning these “principles” from some:person who was like 

his/her father; and D.J.’s primary parent … and this father don’t demonstrate to D.J. that they know one 

another; his/her father is also something like a serious romantic partner to D.J.  

-life/lives seem really long to D.J. in perspective of D.J. like centuries long; in known or guessed 

impairments to functioning: D.J. feels that he/she is missing words in hearing as others are speaking, … 

and a portion of such words; sound a foreign tongue that D.J. can’t comprehend; he/she also has a hard 

time recalling certain things from memory; … however; it might be the case point in criminology: that 

D.J.’s hearing might be changed by the point of death/homicide; and so then death point: date, period 

can be caught through such change in hearing. Nevertheless; D.J. is able to hear, most portions of 

conversations; as long as the environment isn’t too noisy, … or loud; not just competing loud 


